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Abstract
The NASA Langley Research Center's Wind Tunnel Reinvestment project plans to
shrink the existing data acquisition electronics to fit inside a wind tunnel model.
Space limitations within a model necessitate a distributed system of Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) rather than a centralized system based on PC
boards. This thesis will focus on the design of the prototype of the communication
Controller board. A portion of the communication Controller board is to be used
as the basis of an ASIC design. The communication Controller board will
communicate between the internal model modules and the external data acquisition
computer. This board is based around an FPGA, to allow for reconfigurability. In
addition to the FPGA, this board contains buffer RAM, configuration memory
(EEPROM), drivers for the communications ports, and passive components.
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Chapter I Introduction
The current wind tunnel approach to data acquisition, makes use of several
interface boxes to convert analog signals that come from the model to digital
signals for use by a Modcomp computer. These analog signals must run several
hundred feet from the model before they are converted to digital. The long runs of
the signal wires are bundled together to create cables. It takes a considerable
amount of time to pull new cables for each model. If a standardized cable system
was used it would eliminate the need to pull new cables for each model. Also, if
the system digitized the signals at the source this would eliminate some of the
interface boxes between the model and the Modcomp computer.
NASA Langley Research Center is involved in a re-investment plan. This
plan allows money to be invested in facility engineering tasks that will give high
returns (in terms of savings) in the future. One such project is the Advanced
Model Development (AMD) Project. This project plans to improve wind tunnel
test effectiveness by reducing the mechanical loading on the model, reducing the
model setup time, and improving the accuracy of data available to the researchers.
1.1 Goals of the Advanced Model Project
The main goal of the AMD is to shrink the existing data acquisition
electronics to fit inside the wind tunnel model. Towards this end, it will be
necessary to move from printed circuit wiring boards to Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs). Space limitations within a model necessitate a
distributed system rather than a centralized one. In this type of environment, the
sensors will be clustered into groups of up to eight sensors for a single DAS
(Digital Acquisition System) unit. Since each of the sensors would connect
directly to a DAS ASIC, the board would be called a module. The separate
modules would be tied individually to a communication controller ASIC. By using
a serial bus, the system would attain a high degree of flexibility. The number of
sensors could then be changed efficiently by the addition/removal of sensor
modules. A minimal amount of wiring changes (power connections,
communication bus) would be necessary.
Communication for the model data acquisition system will be managed by a
communication Controller ASIC to facilitate data gathering and communications
tasks. The sensor modules will be configured from a host computer by way of the
communication Controller ASIC. After data has been collected and buffered, the
communication Controller will send the data to the host computer using a fiber
optic cable. It will be necessary for the host computer to have a fiber optic
interface.
Themaintypesof sensorsfoundin a windtunnelmodelfall intooneof five
types,temperature,pressure,angleof attack(AoA), shearstresssensors,and
balance(force)measurements.Datawill comeasraw analogsignalsdirectlyfrom
thesensors.Thepressure,AoA, shearstress,andbalancedataacquisitionsensors
will needsignalconditioning.Thismeansinputfiltering,amplification,
multiplexing,andmeasurementby awhetstonebridgeor othermechanism
(constantcurrentsource).Onceinput filtering iscomplete,themoduleswill
converttheanalogsignalto adigital formatandsendthedatato the
communicationControllerASIC. Eachtypeof sensormodulewill be implemented
in its own ASIC.
1.2 Thesis Topic
This thesis will focus on the design of the wind tunnel model
Communication Controller prototype board for an ASIC. A portion of the
communication Controller board is to be used as the design of an ASIC. The
communication Controller board communicates between the sensor clusters,
internal to the model and the external data acquisition computer. This board is
based around a Xilinx FPGA to allow for reconfigurability. In addition to the
FPGA chip this board contains buffer RAM, configuration information in a non-
volatile memory (EEPROM), drivers for the internal and external communications
ports, and passive components. This module uses the internal communication bus
to talk to the other sensor modules.
Themostchallengingportionof thisendeavoris to createadesignthatfits
thewithin the spacelimitationsof themodel,whileachievingthefunctionality
neededto accomplishthedataacquisitionandcommunicationtasks.
Chapter 2 System Architecture
There are several reasons why the design is broken up into separate
modules. One, dividing the system allows for additions/removal of sensor modules
with minimal impact. Two, any future sensors/modules can be added by
interfacing to the internal bus instead of re-designing the entire data acquisition
system. Three, small spaces can be carved out in areas distributed throughout the
inside of the model for the electronics, instead of trying to fred enough space for
the combined system. Four, a distributed system provides a path for alternate
methods of communication, such as a fiber optic cable or an interface for a radio
frequency telemetry system. Finally five, the system can be distributed and still
allow for reconfigurability and remote configuration. See figure 1 for a block
diagram of the data acquisition system.
Figure 1 System Block Diagram
The general system architecture is a distributed one. Each type of sensor
will have a signal-conditioning module; in addition, there will be a data acquisition
module for every eight sensors that make up a cluster, and a single communication
Controller module. Each of the modules for the prototype has been implemented
on a printed circuit wiring board.
The host interface is designed to perform three main tasks. First, it
converts the fiber optic signals from the model to electrical signals for the control
room's host computer system. Second, the host interface provides for acquisition
and configuration of engineering data. Third, the system provides a second data
path directly to the Balance Dynamic Data Unit/Critical Point Analyzer
(BDDU/CPA) for safety features. In addition to the primary data collected during
a wind tunnel run, there is engineering data about the condition of the model,
sensors, or the model environment, that is monitored only and not stored. The
host interface must convert the fiber optic signals to a form that can be used by the
display terminal in the wind tunnel control room. The host interface must also
provide a path for configuration data from the display terminal back to modules
inside the model.
All of the modules residing within the model will fred it necessary to use
ASIC technology in the design for size reduction alone. As stated earlier the
modules are based on a distributed scheme that will allow for the most amount of
reconfigurability and versatility. The essential module to the system's versatility is
the communication Controller module. The model data acquisition system is
managed by a communication Controller module to facilitate data gathering and
communicationstasks.Theexternalworld communicatesto thewind tunnel
modelusinga singlefiberoptic cable. Command,configuration,anddatawill all
usethesamebus. ThecommunicationControllermodulewill in turncommunicate
to eachof thesensormodulesoveradifferentialserialbus.
Thesensormodulesareconfiguredfrom ahostcomputerby wayof the
communicationControllermodule. After datahasbeencollectedandbuffered
from thesensormodules,thecommunicationControllersendsthedatato the
externalhostinterface.
TheBDDU/CPAis areal-timedataanalyzerfor safetyconcerns.The
BDDU/CPA analyzesthe sixbalancestraingages,lookingfor theconditionswhen
theloadsexceedthemaximumlimits. To do thisjob effectivelyit isnecessaryto
usematrixmanipulationto takeall of thepossiblecrosstermsinto account.If the
loadsdoexceedtheprojectmaximums,thenthemodelwill bedroppedto azero
angleof attackandthetunnelmaybeshutdown. This isa separatesafetyfunction
to beperformedinparallelwith dataacquisitiontasks.Thefiberopticcablewill
havea 50/50splitterin thetransmissionlinefrom themodel. Therefore,both the
hostinterfaceandtheBDDU/CPA will receivethesamesignalsfrom the
communicationControllermodulewithin themodel.
Thetypesof sensorsfoundin awindtunnelmodelfall mainlyinto oneof
five types,temperature,pressure,angleof attack(AoA), shearstressusinghot film
techniques,andbalance(force)measurements.Sensordatacomesin asraw
analogsignalsdirectlyfrom thesensorsto theDAS modulewhereit is
conditioned, multiplexed, and converted to digital. Each DAS module has a means
of communication with the communication Controller module.
The design of the DAS modules consists of two portions; one is a generic
data acquisition portion made up of a communication interface and analog to
digital conversion electronics. The second portion contains the signal conditioning
needed for each type of sensor. This module is called the DAS (Digital
Acquisition System) ASIC. As stated above, the DAS is used in conjunction with
signal conditioning for the Shear Stress ASIC or Balance sensors. The DAS has a
microcontroller core for communication and control of the ASIC. Eight channels
of analog inputs are multiplexed into one analog to digital converter. The DAS
module will provide 16-bit resolution, oversampling capability, and optionally
some digital signal processing.
The six strain gauge bridges on the Balance would all be multiplexed
together and sent to the DAS ASIC. All of the engineering data from
thermocouples are multiplexed together and sent to the two remaining channels of
the DAS ASIC. All of these functions would occur on the DAS ASIC.
The shear stress sensor is a hot film type of sensor made using MEMs
(Micro-Electronic Machine) technology. The Shear Stress sensors also require
signal conditioning. This means input filtering, amplification, multiplexing. All of
these functions would occur on the DAS ASIC. Because of the high data rate,
only two Shear Stress sensors are placed on a cluster. If the two sensors are
orthogonal to each other, flow direction can be determined. Both channels are for
the hot film sensors, which are sent to the DAS ASIC.
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The AoA sensors need signal conditioning. This means input filtering,
amplification, multiplexing, and measurement by a whetstone bridge or other
mechanism (constant current source). All of these functions would occur on the
DAS ASIC. On the DAS ASIC two channels of AoA data would exist, for the
two accelerometers.
The pressure sensor module requires signal conditioning. This means input
filtering, amplification, multiplexing, and measurement by a whetstone bridge or
other mechanism (constant current source). All of these functions would occur on
the DAS ASIC. The preferred type of pressure sensor for the sensor cluster
approach is a MEMs (Micro-ElectroMechanical) pressure sensor.
In addition to the standard types of sensors mentioned, the data acquisition
system must prove flexible enough to handle the additions of sensors proposed for
the near future. New module boards may or may not have to be designed. If
possible, the new types of sensors will be designed to interface to existing signal
conditioning, conversion electronics, and communication functions. If not, then a
new type of DAS module would have to developed. On the new module a new
DAS ASIC would be developed that would provide for all of the signal
conditioning necessary to interface the new sensors to a DAS ASIC.
lO
Chapter 3 Requirements
The baseline for the communication controller board calls for 12 internal
communication ports. Each of these ports transfers data a rate of 1 Mbps. This
creates an aggregate data rate of 14 Mbps of data. The external communication
path must be able to handle the 14 Mbps rate, so 16 Mbps data rate was chosen.
There is no retransmission capability so any garbled transmissions mean lost data.
The sensor sequence numbers should make it obvious which data is missing.
The communication channels are arranged in a star configuration. The
phase I communication controller board allows for up to twelve channels
(communication pairs) to be connected directly to the communication controller
board. Any additional channels require another communication controller board to
be installed within the model.
The internal communication link transmits data and commands as single
words. Each word is 24 bits long, begins with three start bits, and ends with a
parity bit. The parity bit is used for error checking. The system uses even parity.
Even parity means that, an even number of high bits are sent for all normal
transmissions. If an odd number of high bits are received, the parity-checking
block flags that an error has occurred. The data is transmitted MSB first, and LSB
last.
Commands sent across the internal communication links are answered by
an ACK command. Any commands not answered can cause a timer to run out and
trigger a re-transmission of the original command. Data transmissions are not
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answered by ACK commands. Any data transmissions with garbled start bits (101)
is ignored. See figures 2 and 3 for the internal command bit structure.
The external communication rink transmits data and commands as single
word. Each word will be 28 bits long and begins with three start bits and end with
a parity bit. The parity bit is used for error checking. The external system also
uses even parity. The data is transmitted MSB first, and LSB last.
Commands sent across the external communication finks are answered by
an ACK command. Any commands not answered can cause a timer to run out and
trigger a re-transmission of the original command. Data transmissions are not
answered by ACK commands. Any data transmissions with garbled start bits (101)
are ignored. See figures 6 and 7 for the external command bit structure.
The boards to be delivered will have to withstand _+ 5g accelerations.
There is a shock and a constant vibrational loading requirement.
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MSB LSB
Parity
Data
16 Bits
Sensor ID#
3 Bits
DATA Bit
Figure 2 Internal Communication Generic Data Word
Generic Internal Data Word
Start Bits
3 Bits
MSB LSB
Parity
Data
16 Bits
Address
7 Bits
Command
4 Bits
CMD Bit
Start Bits
Figure 3 Internal Communication Generic Command Word
Generic Internal Command Word
No|:e: Transmissions Send M,_B F_rst_!!
3 Bits
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Chapter 4 Theory of Operation
The communication Controller board is essentially a communications
board. In short, its duties involve moving data and commands to and from the
external communications link, to the internal sensor board communication links.
Commands are generated by the host computer, sent across the external link where
they are routed to the appropriate sensor board across an internal communication
link. Data comes from the sensor boards and is routed through the communication
Controller board to the external link. What follows is a more detailed description
of the communication Controller boards operation.
4.1 Initialization
After the configuration of the communication controller board is
completed, the communication controller begins setup of the DAS clusters across
the internal serial communication by sending a READ command, to read the
STATUS register of each of the twelve links. (See figures 2 and 3 for the generic
command and data words.)
host computer for analysis.
The responses from all twelve links are sent to the
Any active DAS clusters send back the contents of the
Status register, which is used to indicate how many clusters are operational. See
table 3 for a list of the cluster ID numbers. After each of the DAS clusters has
been polled, the communication controller board sends the data to the host
computer using the external communication link, indicating that the initialization
sequence has completed. Any additional configuration or calibration sequences are
to be handled by the host computer.
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4.2 Normal Operation
After successful initialization, the system enters the normal operation
mode, when the communication controller sends out the ACQ (Data Acquisition
Mode Command) to all of the initialized DAS modules. Each DAS module
responds with an ACK (Acknowledge Command). See table 2 for a list of
command responses. In this mode the sensor boards continuously acquire data and
periodically send the data to the communication controller board. The
communication controller collects the data and places it in the FIFO buffer for the
external serial rink. The communication controller transmits the FIFO buffer using
the external communication rink to the host computer for storage and display.
This sequence is initiated by an ACQ (Start Acquiring Data) command sent from
the communication controller to each sensor board. Each cluster prepares, and
buffers the data then waits to transmit the data to the communication controller
board. Sending a STOP command terminates the Normal mode of data
acquisition.
4.3 Synchronization
Periodically it is necessary for the communication controller to re-send an
ACQ command to align all of the sensor clusters to proper synchronization. Upon
receipt of an ACQ command each DAS module clears its frame counter and enters
the normal data acquisition mode. If a DAS cluster is already in the normal mode
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when an ACQ command is received, it clears its frame counter, and continues
taking data.
4.4 Calibration Mode
The calibration mode is entered when the host computer sends a CAL
(calibration) command to a DAS module. The module responds by sending back
an ACK word. The DAS module then executes the calibration sequence.
4.5 Utility Commands
Commands such as the READ, WRITE, and RESET are utility commands.
The WRITE and RESET commands do not require any response other than the
ACK command. The READ command initiates an ACK response and then a
RESPONSE command is sent back with the contents of the register to be read in
the data section.
16
Command
ACK
ACQ
CAL
STOP
READ
RESET
RESPONSE
WRITE
Function
Acknowledge the receipt of a command
Start Acquiring Data, enter normal mode from
calibration mode
Calibration Command
Stop Acquiring Data/Stop Cal Mode Command
Read an memory location
Reset controller or DAS module
Data returned word
Write to a memory location
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Bit
Pattern
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1111
Table 1 Communication Controller Board Command List
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Command Response
ACK No Response
ACQ ACK
CAL ACK
STOP ACK
READ ACK and a RESPONSE command
Word
RESET ACK
RESPONSE ACK
WRITE ACK
Notes
Data is sent
asynchronously!
RESPONSE is sent
asynchronously!
Table 2 Command Response Table
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Item
None
CLUS_I
CLUS_2
CLUS_3
CLUS_4
CLUS_5
CLUS_6
CLUS_7
CLUS_8
CLUS_9
CLUS_10
CLUS_I 1
CLUS_12
Comm
Parallel
All
Function Address
Deselect for ALL! 0000
Cluster ID #1 0001
Cluster ID #2 0010
Cluster ID #3 0011
Cluster ID #4 0100
Cluster ID #5 0101
Cluster ID #6 0110
Cluster ID #7 0111
Cluster ID #8 1000
Cluster ID #9 1001
Cluster ID #10 1010
Cluster ID #11 1011
Cluster ID #12 1100
Communication Controller Board 1101
Parallel Interface 1110
Select All Clusters 1111
Table 3 Cluster ID numbers
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Item Function Address
None Deselect for ALL! 0000 XXX
ISIO_l Select Internal SIO #1 0001 XXX
ISIO_2 Select Imernal SIO #2 0010 XXX
ISIO_3 Select Imernal SIO #3 0011 XXX
ISIO_4 Select Internal SIO #4 0100 XXX
ISIO_5 Select Internal SIO #5 0101 XXX
ISIO_6 Select Imernal SIO #6 0110 XXX
ISIO_7 Select Internal SIO #7 0111 XXX
ISIO_8 Select Imernal SIO #8 1000 XXX
ISIO_9 Select Internal SIO #9 1001 XXX
ISIO_10 Select Internal SIO #10 1010 XXX
ISIO_I 1 Select Internal SIO #11 1011 XXX
ISIO_12 Select Internal SIO #12 1100 XXX
XSIO Select External SIO 1101 XXX
Reserved 1110 XXX
AH_ISIO Select All Internal SIOs 1111 XXX
Table 4 Communication controller Memory Map Upper 4 bits
2o
SIO Register
TX/RX
Timer Lo
Timer Hi
Conflg
Function
Reads from RX register,
Writes to TX register
Timer Low byte value
Timer High byte value
Configuration Register
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Address
XXXX 000
XXXX 001
XXXX 010
XXXX 011
XXXX 100
XXXX 101
XXXX 110
XXXX 111
Data
8 Bit Data
8 Bit Timer Value
8 Bit Timer Value
8 Bit Value
None
None
None
None
Table 5
MSB LSB
L.L.L.L.L.L
Communication controller Registers Lower 3 address bits
_0 - ACK Off
1 - ACK On
0 - Timer Off
l
1 - Timer On
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Figure 4 Configuration Register
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4.6 Internal Serial Data Rates
The system is based on a maximum transmission bit rate of 1 Mbps per
internal link. The number of sensors and the sample rate may vary on a single link,
as long as the 1 Mbps transmission rate is observed. The data rate is 666.67
KBPS. Notice that the word size is fixed at 24 bits and the data is 16 bit values for
each of the sensors, as well as the A/D. The actual number of bits varies according
to the sample rate. Table 6 below, is an example of how the system could work.
Sensor
Shear Stress #1
Sample Rate
20 kHz
# of Bits in Word
24
bps
480,000
Shear Stress #2 20 kHz 24 480,000
Pressure 250 Hz 24 6,000
AoA1 250 Hz 24 6,000
250 Hz 24 6,000
24250 Hz 6,000
250 Hz 24 6,000
250 Hz 24 6,000
Temperature
Engineering #1
Engineering #2
Engineering #3
Total 996,000
Table 6 Data Rate Example 1
The numbers used are not the actual sample rates, but should be in the ballpark.
Notice that the communication overhead is in the number of bits per word. There
are 16 bits of data for a word of 24 bits. The 666.67 kbps number comes from the
maximum number of data bits that can be transferred a single link in one second.
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Table 7 is another example showing how changing the sensors would affect the
sample rates of the system. In this second example, the sample rate for 7 sensors
can be as high as 3 kHz while there is only one shear stress sensor in the cluster.
Remember the system can handle both of these clusters, the clusters do not have to
be the same.
Sensor
Shear Stress #1
Sample Rate
20 kHz
# of Bits in Word
24
bps
480,000
Pressure 3 kHz 24 72,000
AoA1 3 kHz 24 72,000
3 kHz 24 72,000
243 kHz 72,000
3 kHz 24 72,000
3 kHz 24 72,000
3 kHz 24 480,000
Temperature
Engineering #1
Engineering #2
Engineering #3
Engineering #4
Total 984,000
Table 7 Data Rate Example 2
4.7 Power ON Reset Sequence
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Communication Controller configures itself after a power on reset.
Communication Controller broadcasts a read status command to all DAS
units.
Communication Controller transmits to the host a 0B0055h command.
Communication Controller sends the host the status registers of all of the
DAS units that respond.
The Host sends a series of write commands to set the Timer for each
SIO/DAS.
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6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
The Host sends write command to set the Config register of each
SIO/DAS.
Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each SIO/DAS and for the XSIO also.
The Host sends a CAL command to a DAS unit.
The Host will send any additional commands for the specific DAS unit.
The Host sends a Stop command to exit the calibration mode.
Repeat steps 8 through 10 for all DAS units.
If necessary, the Host will send a broadcast ACQ command to all of the
DAS units to begin taking Data.
*Host commands
Power ON Reset Sequence commands and example data.
Step #
5
Command
VB8VXX
Operation
Write to Timer Lo
Example
1B8955
Notes
55h to SIO#1 timer Lo
6 VB8VXX Write to Timer Hi 1B8A44 44h to SIO#1 timer Hi
Write to all ConfigsFBFBOX FBFB03
9
10
ACK and Timer Bits ON
V - SIO identifier
X - any value
*Commands as sent by the host without start or parity bits.
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Chapter 5 Prototype Board Design
5.1 Prototype Communication Controller Board
The first phase of the project was the design and development of the
prototype communication Controller board. The second phase will be the
implementation of the communication Controller board as an ASIC. The
prototype board contains: twelve pairs of serial drivers/receivers for the internal
communication links, RAM, EEPROM, a crystal for synchronizing the timing of
the state machines, and the discrete parts that will make up the communication
Controller ASIC. The prototype communication Controller board contains a
regulator for power conditioning. This reduces the incoming +8V to +5V, for the
rest of the electronics on the board. All of these parts are in the communication
Controller board design. See figure 5 for a block diagram of the communication
Controller board.
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Communication Controller
Block Diagram
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Figure 5 Communication Controller Board Block Diagram
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Thefollowingpartscomprisetheportion of thecommunicationController
prototypedesignthat makesup theASIC design:FPGA,differentialdrivers,
EEPROM. In figure5, theASIC portion isplacedwithin theredblock. The
FPGAchiphousesthestatemachinesthatmanagethecommunicationController
board. Theinitializationcodeisplacedin anEEPROM. TheEEPROMwas
chosenfor theability to be reconfiguredwhilestill maintainingnon-volatility.
ThecommunicationControllerboardusesaXilinx XC4025EFPGAchip.
Thischiphas32kbits of RAM internal. Thebasicbuildingunit isa Configurable
Logic Block (CLB) andthe4025has1024CLBsand256IO blocks. The4025
alsohas2560flip flopsspecifiedalongwith 25,000equivalentgates.TheFPGA
containsaboot loaderthat configuresthedevicefrom eithera serialor aparallel
externalmemory. In manyapplications,thememoryis aROM, for thisdesignan
EEPROMisusedasnon-volatilestorageof theconfigurationdata. TheXilinx
chipis configuredusingthemodepinsM0, M1, andM2, to placethechipin either
themasterparallelmode,or themasterserialmode. A jumperallowstheuserto
selecteitherparallelor serialmode.
headerprovidestheserialinterface.
Whentheserialmodeis used,afour-pin
In theparallelmode,a40-pinheaderprovides
accessfor all of thedataandaddresslines.
ThecommunicationControllerboardcontainsatestheaderfor accessing
theEEPROManddisablingtheFPGA. This testheaderisusedfor initial testing
andconfigurationof theFPGAvia theEEPROM. Testheadersarealsoavailable
for thetwelvepairsof serialcommunicationlines.
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Thememoryof thecommunicationControllerboardis arrangedin a linear
addressspace.Theinternaldataregistersof thecommunicationControllerFPGA
usethelowestaddressof theaddressspace.Seetables4 and5 for amemorymap
of thecommunicationcontrollerboard'saddressspace.Note thatthememory
usesastandardparallelbus.Thisbuscanbeusedfor futureparallelinterfaces.
TheFPGAis implementedusingsynthesizedVHDL. "VHDL servesasa
hardwaredescriptionlanguagefor simulationaswell asfor synthesis.''1 One
reasonthat VHDL waschosenisbecauseit allowstheFPGAdesignto be
retargetedto anASIC with aminimumof redesignnecessary.In the idealcase,
thedesignis re-synthesizedusinganASIC standardcell libraryinsteadof the
FPGAlibrary. In reality,theneedwill arisefor somemodificationsof thedesign
to meettheconstraintsof the system.
5.2 Host Telemetry Interface
The host computer is interfaced through an external serial I/O block, or the
parallel interface that accesses the onboard RAM. On the communication
controller board, the main state machine oversees both external interfaces. The
serial interface uses the fiber optic transceivers, while the parallel interface is used
for Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry.
The information that is transmitted is made up of single words that
originated from the DAS modules. See figures 6 and 7 for a description of the
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words sent externally from the model using external serial I/O block. Note that the
words are sent out as soon as possible with as little buffering as is necessary.
There are two fiber optic transceivers on the communication controller
prototype board. The reason for two transceivers is to mitigate risk by placing
two d_'erent options on the prototype board. The best option will be the one used
on the ASIC version of the communication controller. Both of the fiber optic
interfaces are overseen by the main state machine. Before data is transmitted to
the host computer, the communication Controller removes the parity bit from the
words as it receives them from the DAS modules. The communication Controller
adds the source address to the beginning of the word and stores the word in the
FIFO buffer memory. The communication Controller then removes the word from
the buffer for transmission to the host computer. The data words are transferred
to the host computer as quickly as is possible for the system. It is the host
computer's responsibility to time tag the data as it arrives. Each sensor cluster
places a sensor ID in the data block. The sensor ID is an indication that the data
has been updated, because not all of sensors update in a serial fashion.
The host computer is also responsible for setting up the scan sequence.
Note that the scan seq_ence must _ever hit the same se_sor twice in a row,
becmlse it will destroy the capabiIity of detecti_g missing words! Ping ponging
between two sensors alleviates this problem.
The calibration mode of operation is under the control of the host
computer. This means that on power up, it is the host computer that must send a
calibration command. The host computer can always change the mode to
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calibration, should the host computer decide to do so. Since the host computer
can monitor the conditions of the electronics, by looking at the engineering data, it
can decide when conditions warrant re-calibration.
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MSB LSB
Parity
Data
16 Bits
Sensor ID#
3 Bits
DATA Bit
Cluster ID
4 Bits
Start Bits
Figure 6 External Communication Generic Data Word
Generic External Data Word
3 Bits
MSB LSB
Parity
Data
8 Bits
Adch'ess
7 Bits
Cmnmand
3 Bits
CMD Bit
Cluster ID
4 Bits
Start Bits
Figure 7 External Communication Generic Command Word
Generic External Command Word
3 Bits
Note: Transmissions Send M_._ First!
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Chapter 6 FPGA Design
The FPGA was designed using a top down design methodology and was
implemented using VHDL. "The experience, researchers, software developers,
and other users with VHDL since it became the IEEE standard in 1987 indicates
this language is sufficiently rich for designing and describing today's digital
systems. ''2 There is one FPGA design on the communication Controller board, and
it is called the Communication Controller FPGA.
The VHDL for the Communication Controller FPGA was simulated using
ORCAD Express for Windows Simulator. The simulation was performed for
functional verification of the FPGA using a test bench. "A test bench is a model
that is used to exercise and verify the correctness of a hardware model. ''3 When
possible backannotated timing simulations were performed after the VHDL was
been synthesized, placed, and routed. Exemplar Logic's Leonardo tool was used
for synthesis and Xilinx Design Manager was used for place and route.
For the design of the FPGA the following "Best Practices" were used wherever
possible:
• All VHDL will adhere to the IEEE 1164 standard.
• Double buffer all asynchronous inputs to the state machine to eliminate any
metastability issues.
• Both edges of the clock will be used.
• Clock the state machine on one edge of the clock and clock the registers on the
other edge of the clock.
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,, All registers will be synchronous with synchronous resets and loads.
6.1 Communication Controller FPGA
"An FPGA is a general-purpose, multi-level programmable logic device
that is customized in package by the end users. FPGAs are composed of blocks of
logic connected with programmable interconnect. The programmable interconnect
between blocks allows users to implement multi-level logic, removing many of the
size limitations of the PLD-derived two-level logic structure. This extensible
architecture can currently support thousands of gates of logic at system speeds in
the tens of mega-hertz. ''4
The Communication Controller FPGA design consists of the following: the
main state machine, the twelve internal serial I/O blocks, and the external serial I/O
block, FIFO, Bus interface, and Clock block. See figure 8 for a block diagram of
the FPGA's internal architecture. The design is driven by the main state machine,
which controls all aspects of the blocks internal to the FPGA: serial to parallel
conversions, FIFO buffer memory, parallel to serial conversions, and external serial
I/O functions. "VHDL provides convenient constructs to describe various forms
of state machines at various levels of abstraction. ''s
Incoming data will arrive at the internal serial I/O block. The data will be
converted from serial to parallel and then stored in the internal buffer memory
(FIFO). The data will then be moved from the buffer memory out to the external
serial I/O block. Commands sent from the host computer (external serial I/O) will
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be converted from serial to parallel and passed to the appropriate SIO block for
conversion from parallel to serial, and transmission to a DAS module.
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FPGA Internal Block Diagram
S_IN
S_OUT
S_IN
S_OUT
S_IN
S_OUT
S_IN
S_OUT
Local
,; Bus
RD WR Addr <X:0=, Data<31:0=,
Figure 8 Communication Controller FPGA Block Diagram
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6.2 Main State Machine
The main state machine allows operators to read and write to all of the
registers. The foremost task is to move data from the internal serial I/O blocks to
and from the buffer memory and then to and from the external serial I/O
communication ports. See figure 9 for the state transition diagram for the main
state machine. The state machine checks each of the receivers SIO's Word Ready
signals in a prioritized fashion starting with the external communication FIFO. The
priority for checking the FIFO is first the external communications, then the SIO
#1, then the SIO #2, and so on, until SIO #12 has been checked. To check the
receiver's FIFO the state machine looks at the Word_Ready signal line from the
SIOs or XSIOs. If the signal is low, then data has not been received and the state
machine proceeds to check each of the other SIOs. If, however, the signal is high,
then the data must be moved to the FIFO to be acted upon. First, the destination
address is checked to see it" the communication Controller module is the
destination. If the destination is not the communication Controller, then data is
moved into the transmitter register of the SIO indicated by the destination address.
If the destination is the communication Controller, then the next step is to check
the command/data bit. If this bit is high, then a command has been received. The
command is parsed to determine which command sequence should be executed.
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See Table 1 for a list of all possible commands for the communication Controller
module. There are three types of commands for the communication Controller to
execute. Read commands, which require the communication Controller to send
data to the external communication device. Write commands require the
communication Controller to replace data with new data. There are also
commands that have no data associated with them, such as the Reset FPGA
command.
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Figure 9 Main State Machine State Diagram
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6.3 Internal Serial Input/Output
The serial I/O block is where the bulk of the communication processes
occur. See figure 10 for a block diagram of the internal serial I/O portion of the
FPGA. The state machine within the Decode block controls the serial I/O block.
This state machine off loads I/O processing from the main state machine, thus
allowing the multiple serial I/O sections to operate in parallel without overloading
the main state machine.
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Figure 10 Internal Serial I/O Block Diagram
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The serial I/O block is broken into the two data flow paths, one path for
incoming data and one for outgoing data. In the outgoing data path, first the main
state machine first checks to see if data is waiting to be transmitted and if the
transmitter is busy. If the transmitter is not busy then data is transferred from the
output buffer called the SIO_OUT_REG, to the output shift register. The data is
then shifted out one bit per clock cycle, using a 1 MHz clock. When the last bit of
data has been shifted out of the shift register, the Parity generation block sends the
parity bit to the ADD_START block. Here the three start bits are prepended and
the parity bit is appended. The serial stream leaving the ADD_START block is
sent to the transmitter chip where the signal is converted to differential signals to
be sent across the wires.
The second path begins with data being received at the differential receiver
chip. The Find Start block monitors the incoming signal lines for the three start
bits. If the start bits are received then data is allowed to pass to the Parity check
block and the Shift register. The data bits are shifted in one bit per clock cycle
until the serial to parallel shift register is full. Once the register is full the 20 bits of
data and parity bit, less the three start bits, are transferred to the shift register, and
the parity check block. As each bit is received, it is passed through the parity
check block. When the last bit is passed through the parity check block the
Parity_Check signal will indicate whether the word just transmitted passed the
parity check. If the word passes, the parity check Word Rdy signal is sent to the
main state machine so that the data can be transferred to the FIFO. Once in the
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FIFO buffer, the data will wait to be transferred to the external serial I/O block for
transmission off" the model to the data acquisition host computer.
For communication internal to the model, the communication links use a
d_'erential serial scheme. This allows for communications across only 4 wires per
channel. The data is sent across as 24 bits with three start bits and no stop bits and
one parity bit. The data rate is 1 Mbps for the internal communication links. The
serial link transfers data as a single word. See figures 2 and 3, for a general
description of the internal command or data words.
Each DAS has its own cluster ID. Cluster number 0 is not used to select
anything. The DAS clusters use cluster 1 through 12. Cluster 13 is used for
communication controller board. Cluster 14 is used for the parallel interface.
Cluster 15 is used for broadcasting commands to all of the internal serial links at
the same time.
The command/data bit received will signify whether the rest of the block is
a command or data. The internal serial communication links use even parity for
error detection. This means that for valid transmissions, the word will have an
even number of high bits including the parity bit. If a word is received with an odd
number of high bits, an error has occurred and the word is ignored.
On the transmit side, the parity bit is generated as each word is transferred
out of the SIO_OUT_SR output shift register. A parity bit is appended to the end
of the data word as it is transferred out of the SIO shift register. On the receive
side, a similar process takes place. As the words are received, they are run
through the parity generation algorithm. When the transmitted parity bit is
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received, it is used to generate the check parity bit. If the parity check bit is high,
then the transmission was received without any errors and the word is used. An
ACK command is sent to the source to acknowledge the receipt of a valid word (If
the ACK bit is set high in the Config Register of the SIO block). However, if the
parity check bit does not match the word is thrown away.
If the timer bit of the configuration register is turned on then the
communication controller will automatically retransmit commands if an
acknowledge is not received and the timer counts down to zero. The timer values
need to be set to about 4 times the length of transmission. The large value will
allow for receipt of words that are transmitted before the ACK command.
6.3.1 Internal Serial I/O Decode State Machine
The serial input and output functions are controlled by the Decode State
machine. This state machine has 14 states. See figure 11 for the state diagram.
This state machine governs the operations for all of the serial blocks. State 13 is
the reset state where all of the outputs are set to inactive states. If at any time the
Reset line goes high, then on the next rising edge the state machine will go to State
13. The state machine will go to state 0 after one clock cycle. The state machine
will stay in State 0 until one of the following events occurs: the Data_Rdy goes
high, the Data_Waiting is high and the TX_Busy is low, Timer_Flag goes high, or
the RD line and the CS go high.
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If thestatemachineis in state0 andtheData_Rdysignalgoeshigh,then
thenextstatewill bestate1. In State1thePC_Latchsignalisexamined.If the
PC_Latchsignalis low, thenthedatawill beignoredandthenextstatewill be
state0 sincethedatareceiveddid not havetheproperparity. Anotherfunctionof
state1 is to latchtheCMD portionof the incomingdatainto CMD_INC. If the
PC_Latchsignalis high,thenthenextstatewill bestate2. In state2 the
CMD_INC registerischeckedto seeif it matchesanacknowledgecommand
"10000". If anacknowledgecommandwasreceivedthenno otheractionis
necessaryandthenext statewill bestate0. If thedatareceivedwasnot an
acknowledgecommandthenthenextstatewill bestate3. In state3 theW_Rdy
signalis raisedto indicatethat avalidword hasbeenreceived,andbit 0 of the
configurationregisterischecked.If theConfigregisterbit 0 isnot sethighthen
thecurrentconfigurationdoesnotreplyto commandswith anACK command,and
thenextstateis state0. If theConfigregisterbit 0 is sethighanACK command
mustbesentto theDAS, sothenextstatewill bestate4 (Seefigure4 for thebit
patternsfor theconfigurationregister). In state4 theTX_Busysignalischecked.
If TX_Busyishighthenthetransmitterisbusysothestatemachinewill stayin
state4 until theTX_Busylinefalls. OncetheTX_Busyline is detectedasalow,
thenthenextstatewill bestate5.
theACK signalis alsoheldhigh.
In state5 theLoadsignalis broughthighwhile
Thiswill causetheACK commandin the
commandregisterwithin theSIO_OUT_REGblockto betransferredto theshift
registerin theSIO_OUT_SRblock. Thiscausesthecommandto be transmitted
to theDAS module.After oneclockcycle,thestatewill bechangedto state6.
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State6 is awherethestatemachinewill stayuntil theData_Rdysignalfalls low.
Thiswill preventthestatemachinefrom retriggeringon theData_Rdysignaland
goingthroughthewholeprocessagain. OncetheData_Rdysignalhasfallen,the
statemachinewill returnto state0.
If theData_WaitingsignalgoeshighandtheTX_Busysignalis low then
thestatemachinewill changeto state11.In state11theTX_Busysignalis
checkedagain. If TX_Busyis highthenthetransmitteris busysothestate
machinewill stayin state11until theTX_Busylinefalls. OncetheTX_Busyline
is detectedasalow, thenthenext statewill bestate12. In state12theLoad
signalis broughthighwhile theACK signalisheldlow. Thiswill causethedatain
thedataregisterwithin theSIO_OUT_REGblock to betransferredto theshift
registerin theSIO_OUT_SRblock. Thiscausesthedataor commandto be
transmittedto theDAS module.. After oneclockcycle,thestatewill returnto
state0.
If theTimer_Flaggoeshighthenon thenextrisingclockedgethestatewill
go to state7. State7 checksbit 1 of theConfigregister. Thisbit turnsonandoff
theretransmissionof commandsonatimeout. If bit 1of theconfigregisteris
zerothenthere-transmissionis turnedoff andthenextstateis state0. If thebit 1
ishighthenon thenextrisingclockedge,thestatewill bestate8. In state8 the
TX_Busysignalischecked.If TX_Busyis highthenthetransmitteris busysothe
statemachinewill stayin state8until theTX_Busylinefalls. OncetheTX_Busy
line isdetectedasalow, thenthenext statewill bestate9. In state9theLoad
signalis broughthighwhile theACK signalisheldlow. Thiswill causethe
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commandin thedataregisterwithin theSIO_OUT_REGblockto betransferredto
theshiftregisterin theSIO_OUT_SRblock. Thiscausesthecommandto be
retransmittedto theDASmodule. NoticethatunlesstheDAS modulesendsan
ACK commandto thecommunicationcontrollerasanindicationof having
receivedthecommand,thecommunicationcontrollerwill continueto retransmit
thecommandeverytimethetimercountsdownto zero. On thenextclock, the
statewill bestate10. In state10theLoad_Datasignalisbroughtlow. If the
Timer Flagsignalfallsthenthenextstatewill bestate0, otherwisethestatewill
remainstate10.
If whilein state0 theRD signalgoeshighandtheCSsignalis alsohigh,
thenthenextstateis state12. In state12theW_Rdysignaliscleared.Thenext
stateis state0.
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Figure 11 Internal SIO Decode State Diagram
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6.3.2Internal Serial I/O Timer
The timer block is used to make sure that the DAS module receives
commands. The DAS module will send an ACK command if it receives a valid
command. The ACK command is used by the SIO block as an indication of receipt
of a command, therefore if the timer counts down to zero, the command was not
received and should be retransmitted. The timer block does this by using a 16-bit
down counter. The counter is loaded with a count value that represents the time
greater than the transmission latency inherent in the system. The timer uses a 1
MHz oscillator, so each count represents 1 us.
The 16-bit timer register is accessed as two 8-bit registers. The LOHI
signal is used to select which registers can be written to, and which register is
allowed to output is value on the Reg_Out bus. When the counter hits zero then
the Timer_Flag is brought high, this flag will stay high for one clock cycle or 1 us.
Also, when the count hits zero, the value in the timer register is automatically
loaded into the count register. If the Timer_On signal is high then the counter will
decrement on each clock cycle until the counter reaches zero again. Data is
written into the timer register, called Regl6, when the Load_Timer signal is high.
While the Load Timer signal is active, the LOHI signal is used to pick which of
the bytes in the Regl6 are written to. If LOHI is low then the lower byte of
Regl6 is written to, if LOHI is high then the upper byte is written into. The LOHI
signal also selects which byte is output on the Reg_Out bus. Again LOHI = 0
selects the lower byte of Regl6, while LOHI = 1 selects the upper byte.
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Thetimerwill initiallybedisableduponpowerup,or reset. Beforethe
timer isenabled,it shouldbeloadedwith thetwo timervalues.Thetimervalues
needto besetto about4 timesthelengthof transmission.Thelargevaluewill
allow for receiptof wordsthat aretransmittedbeforetheACK command.
6.3.3.0 Internal Serial Transmitter
The transmitter portion of the serial I/O block is comprised of the
SIO_OUT_REG, SIO_OUT_SR, Parity, and the ADD_Start blocks. The
SIO_OUT_REG register is temporary storage for data to be transmitted, and
where the ACK command is stored. When the TX_Busy signal is low, the shift
register is not in use and data will be transferred to the shift register. The data will
leave the shift register as a serial bit stream to go to both the Parity and the
ADD_Start blocks. After the last data bit has been sent to the ADD_Start block,
the parity bit will be appended to the serial stream.
6.3.3.1 Internal Serial Transmitter Shift Register
The serial transmitter shift register block is essentially just a state machine
and a counter. This state machine has 3 states. State 1 is the reset state where all
of the signals are set to zero (S_Data_Out, Busy, Busy_Out, Count and Q). If at
any time, the Reset line goes high, then on the next ACLK (1 MHz), rising edge
the state machine will go to the reset state. The state machine will stay in the reset
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state until the load signal goes high. If the load signal is high during a low to high
transition of the ACLK, then whatever is on the data lines is latched into the shift
register. This is the second state. The shift register is loaded with the high MSB
(Most Significant Bit) bit in the bit 19 location and the LSB (Least Significant Bit)
in the bit 0 location. If load does not go high, then the state machine will remain in
the reset state.
When entering state 2 the busy signal is set high. The busy signal is used
externally to indicate that data is being transmitted. Internally the busy signal is
used as an enable for the shift register. The busy signal is also used to trigger the
state machine to move into the third state.
While the busy signal is high, the shift register will shift data out using the
rising edge of the ACLK. Since the counter is enabled by entering state three, and
it uses the rising edge of the ACLK it will increment from zero through 24 as the
data is being shifted out. When the count reaches 24 (20 data bits plus the 3 start
bits and the parity bit) the Busy signal is brought low to indicate that the data has
been transmitted. On the next rising edge of the 1MHz clock, the state machine
will transition to reset state and the process is ready to go again. For detailed
timing information refer to figure 12.
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Figure 12 Serial Transmitter Timing Diagram
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6.3.3.2 Internal Serial Transmitter Parity generation
The parity generation block generates even parity for the 16 bits of data
within a word. See figure 13 for the representative schematic of the parity
generation circuit. Although the parity block is implemented in VHDL (see
appendix B), a schematic diagram is easier to understand for this simple circuit.
As is shown on the schematic only three components need make up the parity
generation block. The inverter is used to change the incoming EN signal into a
clear signal for the tip-flop. The tip-flop uses the same clock signal that is used
for shifting the bits out of the shift register. The most critical part of the circuit is
the exclusive or gate. This gate compares the incoming data to the last bit latched
into the tip-flop. Since the EN signal will keep the tip-flop cleared when not
enabled, the tip-flop will contain a zero when first used for generating a parity bit.
As each successive bit arrives it will be xor'd with the output of the tip-flop and
latched into the tip-flop. The xor function will output a one only if the incoming
data bit or the tip-flop output is a one, but not if both are high. This means that
the flip-flop will contain a one whenever an odd number of high bits have been
presented to it. If an even number of high bits are clocked in then the output will
be zero.
The parity bit is appended to the end of the data stream by the ADD_Start
block. Adding the output of the parity generation block to the data word has the
effect of insuring that the data plus parity will always have an even number of high
bits. It should be noted here, that the start bits do not go through the parity
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generationblock. However,becausethe startbit pattern"101" hasaneven
numberof highbits,it doesnot changethenumberof bitsnecessaryfor even
parity. All wordsreceivedthatdonot haveavalidparitybit will beignored.
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Figure 13 Parity Generation Schematic Diagram
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6.3.3.3 Internal Serial Transmitter Add Start Block
The Add_Start block prepends the three start bits "101" to the serial data
stream. At the end of the data word, the parity bit is appended to the word as the
last bit in the stream. This creates a 24-bit word to be transferred across the
internal serial rink. The Add_Start block puts the start bits "101" into the serial bit
stream when the EN signal is high. When the start bits have been shifted out the
data is then shifted out. When the counter reaches 23 (0-23 for 24 counts) the
parity bit is shifted out.
6.3.4.0 Internal Serial Receiver
The receiver portion of the serial I/O block is comprised of the
SIO IN REG, SIO IN SR, Parity_Check, and the Find Start blocks. The
Find Start block looks at the incoming data for the start bit pattern "101", and
when detected the EN signal is brought high. The data will leave the Find Start
block as a serial bit stream to go to both the Parity_Check and the shift register
blocks. When the EN signal is high, the shift register will clock in each bit, and the
Parity_Check block will check each bit. After the last data bit has been sent from
the Find Start block, the parity check bit will be latched, and the Data_Rdy signal
will be brought high to indicate that data has been received. The SIO IN REG
register is temporary storage place for data to be stored. Data is latched into the
SIO IN REG when the Data_Rdy signal goes high. The Decode state machine
will use the Data_Rdy signal to trigger the W_Rdy signal. When the main state
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machine sees the W_Rdy signal is high, it will read the data out and act on the data
accordingly.
6.3.4.1 Internal Serial Receiver Find Start Block
This block begins by constantly checking the receive lines for the start bit
pattern "101". When this bit pattern is recognized the 21 bits that follow are
passed to the parity checking block and the receiver shift register. In addition to
looking for the start bits this block performs a pseudo phase lock loop function.
The incoming data is not synchronous to the Find Start block. Therefore, the
incoming data is double buffered to synchronize it to the 1MHz clock. The 1MHz
clock is the signal used to clock data into the Parity_Check and SIO IN SR
blocks. Once the start pattern "101" has been clocked into the Find Start block
the Data_EN_OUT goes high to indicate that data is on the Data_OUT line and
can be clocked using the 1MHz clock signal. The Data_EN_OUT will stay high
for the 21 clock cycles of 1MHz clock necessary to clock the 20 bits of data and
the parity bit into the parity checking block and the receiver shift register. After
the parity bit, the Data_EN_OUT signal will fall, and data will not be sent out on
the Data_OUT line. See figure 14 for the state diagram for the Find Start block.
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6.3.4.2 Internal Serial Receiver Parity Checking
The parity-checking block checks for even parity within the 16 bits of a
data word. See figure 15 for the representative schematic of the parity checking
circuit. Although the parity-checking block is implemented in VHDL, a schematic
diagram is easier to understand for this simple circuit. The parity checking circuit
is very similar to the parity generation block. In fact the main differences are the
addition of the inverter U4 and the AND gate US. The Parity_Check signal is zero
unless the Data_Rdy signal is high and the flip flop output Q is low, which is
inverted by U4 to a high. This means that the parity is even, and the end of the
word has been reached.
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Figure 15 Parity Checking Schematic Diagram
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6.3.4.3 Internal Serial Receiver Shift Register
Internally the Shift_En signal is used as an enable for the shift register.
While the Shift_En signal is high, the shift register will shift data into the register
using the rising edge of the 1 MHz clock. The data bits are latched using rising
edge 1 MHz clock. This will ensure that latching will take place in as close to the
middle of the bit times as is possible the data is passed to the shift register on the
falling edge of the 1 MHz clock. The Shift_En also enables a counter that counts
the bits as the are shifted in. When the count reaches 19 the Data_Rdy signal goes
high and the count is reset to zero. The SIO IN Reg will use the Data_Rdy signal
to load the 20 bits of data in parallel into a register. For detailed timing refer to
figure 16 for the timing diagram of the SIO receiver.
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Figure 16 SIO Receiver Timing Diagram
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6.3.4.4 Internal Serial Receiver Register
This register provides a temporary storage location for received data. This
double buffering scheme allows data to be held in the Internal Serial Receiver
register (SIO IN REG) while the shift register is shitting in the next data word.
This register is 20 bits wide and is latched by the Data_Rdy signal that comes from
the shift register.
6.4 External Serial Input/Output
The external serial I/O block is very similar to the internal SIO block. The
blocks are so similar that it is more concise to discuss the differences. The main
differences are the addition of the FIFO interface to the external SIO block, and
the larger number of bits in the bit stream of the external SIO block. See figure 17
for a block diagram of the XSIO design. Also, different clocks are used by the
two separate blocks.
The internal SIO block uses a word size of 24 bits including the start bits
and parity bit. The external SIO block uses a word size of 28 bits. The extra four
bits are the cluster ID number. Since the external, SIO block has a larger word
size the input and output registers are 24 bits instead of the 20 bits found in the
internal SIO block. The shift registers are also four bits larger for the external SIO
block. Naturally, the Add_Start and the Find Start blocks have their counter
values extended by four bits to accommodate the 28-bit word size. The parity
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generationandparity checkblocksareidenticalin boththeinternalandexternal
SIOblocks.
TheexternalSIOblockhasa transitFIFObuffer thatisnot foundin the
internalSIOblock. Thereasonfor theFIFO is to createaplacefor datato be
storedfrom themultipleinternalSIOblocks. SincetheSIOblocksarereceive
dataasynchronouslyit is possiblefor all of theblocksto receivedataat thesame
time. WhenthishappenstheWord_Readysignalsfrom eachof theSIOblocks
wouldgohighto indicatethatdatahasbeenreceived.Next, themainstate
machinewouldwrite thedatareceivedinto theFIFO. Themainstatemachinewill
first get thedatafrom SIO#1,SIO#2,SIO#3andSIO#4in that order. The
Decodestatemachinewithin theXSIO monitorstheFIFO_Emptysignal.This
will drop low if theFIFO iswritten into. WhiletheFIFO_Emptythedecodestate
machinewill readdatafrom theFIFOandtransferit to theXSIO_OUT_Regsoit
canbe transmittedto thehostcomputer.SincetheXSIO is sixteentimesfaster
thantheSIOblocks,it shouldbeableto transmitall of thedatareceivedbeforethe
SIOblock canfill theFIFO. Thereceiversideof theexternalSIOblockdoesnot
havea FIFO,or aFIFO interface.Sincethereceiveris usedonlyfor commands
andsmallamountsof configurationdatait wasdeemedunnecessaryfor it haveits
own FIFO. TheSIOblockscannotreceivecommandsor dataanyfasterthan
1Mbps;therefore,thehostshouldberestrainedto meetwith this limitation.
TheXSIO hasoneotherdifferencefrom theSIOblocksandthat is the
frequencyof operation.TheSIO blockusesthe8MHz and1MHz clocks,while
theXSIO usesthe64Mhzandthe 16MHzclocks. In bothcases,thefasterclock
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isusedfor thestatemachine,andthe slowerclock isusedfor clockingdatain and
out.
Otherthanthethreedifferencesmentionedhere,the internalandexternal
SIOblocksareessentiallyidentical.
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Figure 17 External Serial I/O Block Diagram
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6.5 DATA FIFO
The data FIFO is a 16 x 24 bit First In First Out buffer. The purpose of the
FIFO is to allow the internal SIO block to have a place to store data received it" all
of the channels are receiving data at the maximum rate simultaneously. The FIFO
is actually made up of two sub-blocks. The control block holds the combinational
logic for the FIFO, while the RAM24 block acts as the storage area. The RAM24
is one of the few blocks in the design that uses instantiated components. The
RAM24 block is a 16 x 24-bit register file made up of 24 separate 16 x 1-bit ram
components. The Xilinx component name is RAM16X1S. The RAM16X1S uses
the look up table available within the Xilinx CLB (Combinational Logic Block) to
create a 16 x 1 bit register file. The RAM24 block will need to be replaced with a
more standard memory component in an ASIC design.
6.6 Clock Generator Block
The clock generator block is the block where the system oscillator comes
in to be divided down and distributed. The system oscillator frequency is 64 MHz.
It is divided down to provide 16 MHz, 8 MHz, 1 MHz, and 250 kHz. The main
state machine and the external SIO blocks use the 64 MHz and the 16 MHz. The
internal SIO blocks use the 8 MHz and the 1 MHz. The 250 kHz is used only in
the delay block. The 16 MHz, 8 MHz, 1 MHz, and 250 kHz clock lines are used
internally to the FPGA and therefore have to be placed on low skew clock buffer
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lines. In the prototype, this accomplished by placing the signals on Secondary
Global Buffers that are found in the Xilinx FPGA chip.
6.7 Bus Interface Block
The bus interface block is the only destination for data that is received from
the host telemetry system with a cluster ID of 14. The data portion of this word
will be either an address or data for the bus interface's data or address register. If
either the address_lo or the data reg_lo are selected then 16 bits of data are stored
at the location. If the high portion of either register is selected then in the case of
the data reg_hi, 8 bits are stored while the address register will store only 2 bits.
See figure 18 for a block diagram of the Bus Interface block, see table 8, for the
bus interface registers.
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Sensor #'s Register
000 Address_Reg_LO
001 Address_Reg_HI
010 Data_Reg_LO
011 Data_Reg_HI
100 Reserved
101 Reserved
110 Reserved
111 Reserved
Table 8 Bus Interface Register
Note: Data can also be sent to the Host computer using the Data Word and that
the communication controller cluster ID.
Examples of the read and write sequences:
Write
Write address.
Write data.
Set WR signal
Read
Write address
Set RD signal.
Latch data at destination.
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Figure 18 Bus Interface Block Diagram
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Chapter 7 Communication Controller ASIC Design
As stated earlier space limitation is the main reason for using ASICs in this
project. By using an ASIC, the area for the circuitry can be reduced from the 24.8
square inches of the prototype board. More models will be able to use the system
if its size is reduced. While size is the major concern it should be noted that by
integrating functions on a single ASIC, power is also reduced. Reducing power
reduces the amount of heat dissipated within the model. Since some wind tunnels
operate at elevated temperatures, reduced power means reduced cooling needed
within the model.
The ASIC process will begin with the VHDL design for the prototype
Communication Controller FPGA. Instead of synthesizing this VHDL design for a
Xilinx FPGA the code was synthesized using Exemplar's Leonardo tool targeting
MOSIS SCMOS standard cell libraries for HP's 0.5um CMOS process.
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Chapter 8 Implementation
The communication controller board was developed by way of PC boards.
First manufacturer evaluation boards were purchased and tested to insure that the
chips chosen had the functionality that was needed. Next, PC boards were routed
implementing the communication controller board design. A portion of the
communication Controller board design will be used as the design for the
communication Controller ASIC. Only after the communication controller board
has undergone extensive testing will the ASIC design proceed. Signal integrity
and thermal analysis will be accomplished by using software packages such as the
Tanner Tools. Fabrication is to occur through the MOSIS brokerage services.
The project has two phases. The first phase was the implementation of the
entire system with each module on a separate PC board of size 3U or 3.94" x 6.3".
The board area is 24.8 square inches. The system at this stage consists of a
Balance card, a Shear Stress card, two DAS cards, a communication Controller
card and a telemetry card. The boards that are being used in this phase are called
prototype boards. If scheduling permits, this phase of the design will be tested in a
wind tunnel model.
In the second phase, the prototype boards are to be reduced in size using
ASIC technology. Two of the cards will have DAS and sensor ASICs residing
together on a card. The communication Controller ASIC will reside on a separate
card in close proximity to the telemetry card.
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The prototype PC boards incorporate all of the discrete chips that will be
incorporated into one ASIC chip. The boards are six layers with the two internal
layers used for power and ground planes. This leaves the other four layers for
signals. Complete functional testing will include testing at operational speed.
After testing the prototype boards, the VHDL will be re-synthesized for the
ASIC version. The synthesis portion of design process will use the SCMOS
standard cell library instead of the Xilinx FPGA library. "Synthesis is a powerful
tool for translating a design from the HDL level to the gate level. Before HDLs
became prevalent, requirement specifications were manually translated directly to
the gate level. Automating gate-level implementations by using synthesis saves
,,6designers time and reduces numan error. After synthesis comes place and route,
which will yield the layout for the ASIC. "Only after you complete the layout do
you know the parasitic capacitance and therefore the delay associated with the
interconnect. This postroute delay information must be returned to the schematic
in a process known as back-annotation. ''7 Simulations performed at this level
should verify the functionality and timing of the design. The design process is an
iterative one where any problems found that cause the layout to be modified will
also cause new simulations to be run, and re-tested for problems. Error checking
will be performed before the finished layout is transferred to MOSIS for
fabrication.
While the ASICs are being fabricated, boards for the ASICs will have to be
routed and then fabricated.
project.
These are the boards used in phase three of the
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Chapter 9 Testing
Before the prototype board testing the Communication Controller FPGA
was simulated using a testbench. "The test bench applies stimuli to the module
under test, compares the output from the module to expected responses, and
reports and discrepancies found. ''8 After the simulations had tested the
functionality of the FPGA; the FPGA was synthesized, placed, and routed.
Portions of the design were simulated using the backannotated timing information
from the place and route software.
The prototype board was tested using standard test equipment, such as a
logic analyzer, multimeters, oscilloscopes, and voltage sources. The board will be
tested for operational conditions as well as for maximum speed of operation.
Testing included input values that are outside of the operational range to insure
that the system did not latch up or cause problems it" these values are encountered
at any time.
"Use of RAM-based rapidly reprogrammable FPGAs allows special FPGA
configurations to be developed for use in system tests. These can be used to test
board traces and even adjacent non-FPGA devices as well as the FPGA chips
themselves. This technique has the potential to reduce test time for completed
assemblies and the need for complex board testers and to allow self-test in the
field."9
The EEPROM was tested using the test header placed on the
communication Controller board. This header allows connections to the
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EEPROM's address, data lines, and control signals. The header has control signals
for the FPGA to allow power to be supplied to the board with the FPGA held in a
reset state. This allows the testing of the EEPROM without affecting the rest of
the circuitry on the communication Controller board. Once the wiring was
determined to be working correctly, the EEPROM was loaded with the
configuration for the FPGA chip. After loading, the data was read back one last
time; to insure that it had been loaded properly. At this stage, the FPGA was
allowed to configure itself from the information placed into the EEPROM chip.
From this point forward, testing proceeded to check the functions of the
communication Controller board.
The phase I testing used the communication controller board in a stand-
alone fashion, with only buttons or switches as stimulus. Since this board fLnlshed
fabrication first, it had to be tested by itself. Next, the wiring of the board to each
of the communication interfaces was verified. This test included the driver chips
for both the internal and external communications. The clock divider block was
tested next; this test was also passed. The SIO portion of the design was tested
next, using the clock divider block. After several iterations, all of the bugs were
removed from the SIO design, and it passed the functional test. The XSIO block
and clock divider blocks were then tested together. The XSIO required some
changes, but it too was able to pass the functional tests. At this stage, 51 of the 55
blocks (counting each copy separately) have passed functional testing, or roughly
92% of the VHDL code for the system.
19 for the phase I testing configuration.
This concludes phase I testing. See figure
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Figure 19 Communication Controller Board Phase I Test Diagram
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To perform phase II testing of the communication Controller board the
following will be necessary: Two computers, one to act as the host and one to act
as a DAS simulator. A power supply that is capable of delivering up to one amp at
+8V is needed. Fiber optic cables for external communication, and internal
communication wire cables. The internal simulator board configured for
simulating a DAS module, and the host interface board. A logic analyzer, and a
voltmeter for system debugging. See figure 20, below, for a diagram of the
communication Controller board test arrangement.
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Figure 20 Communication Controller Board Phase II Test Diagram
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After phase I testing, it will be necessary to attach a serial interface card.
The serial interface card will be a generic card with a PC interface (ISA bus) and
four serial interfaces that match those found in the internal communication scheme.
One of these boards will be fabricated. The serial interface card will be used in
testing the communication Controller board, to act as a DAS module, while at
other times it will be used in testing of the DAS module and will act as a
communication Controller board. Again, the use of these boards will allow testing
to occur in parallel. The use of the interface cards will allow the PC to handle all
communications across the serial lines. Then only software would differentiate
whether a DAS module or the communication Controller module is being
simulated.
One PC will be used as test equipment at this stage of testing. It will act as
both the telemetry card and as the host computer. In this manner it will display the
information sent across the fiber optic cable by the communication Controller card
and will send data across the fiber optic cable in a manner that will mimic the host
computer. See figure 21 for a diagram of the integration test arrangement.
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Figure 21 Integration Test Diagram
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The ASIC will be tested using vectors from the logic analyzer. A test
fixture will be fabricated to allow easy connection of digital input signals, as well
as the output signals. Communication ports will be checked using differential
drivers/receivers located on the test fixture board. These will convert the signal
back to digital levels for either the logic analyzer or external computer test
equipment to transfer data and commands.
The test using the logic analyzer will be performed using the generic PGA
(Pin Grid Array) test board. This board is a simple design that centers around an
84 pin ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) socket. On the board, each pin of the socket is
taken out to a header/connector for the logic analyzer. On the way to the
connector, each signal trace will have a test point post. The test points can be
used for signal measurement or injection by external test equipment. In between
the test, points and the connector are jumper posts. The jumpers will allow signals
to be isolated from the logic analyzer if necessary. Separate posts will be provided
for the power connections of the logic analyzer probes to the DUT (Device Under
Test).
The board is very versatile due to its generic nature. The board will be
used in testing of all of the ASICs developed by the Model Instrumentation
Project. Each ASIC will be placed in the ZIF socket and the jumpers will be
removed for each of the power pins associated with the ASIC.
Next power connections will be made to the test point posts for which a jumper
was removed. Any other test equipment can be added at this stage, scopes and
voltage meters can be attached to test points, while current measurements will
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necessitatetheremovalof jumpersandtheuseof thejumperpostsfor their
Last,the logicanalyzerconnectorswill beseatedandtestingmayconnections.
begin.
Testingof thefinal boardwill includeteststhatcoverthefull operational
temperaturerangeof theboard. Thesetestswill checkfunctionalityand
performanceatbothendsof thetemperature nvelope.Functionaltestingafter
vibrationalloadsthatexceedthemaximumfoundin operationwill alsobe
performed.
All of theVHDL wassimulatedusingtheORCADsimulator. Thiswasto
verify thefunctionalitywith unit delays.ThephaseI testingis complete.The
phaseII testinghasbegun.Within theblocksthat haveundergonetesting,the
mostcommonproblemfoundwastheclockingof dataon thesameedgeof the
clockonwhichdataischanging.Simplefunctionalsimulationswill not discover
this typeof problem. Backannotationsimulationswill fredthisproblembecause
realroutingdelaysareused. Onlyportionsof thedesignwouldyielda
backannotationsimulation,dueto aprobleminvolvingtheuseof theglobalreset
signal.Becauseanoverallbackannotationsimulationwasnot available,the system
will requiremorethoroughtestinganddebugging.
Anotherproblemareauncoveredduringtestingis thedelaythat signals
exhibitdueto routing. Xilinx chipshavelargeroutingdelaysbecauseof theuse
activeelementsfor programmablerouting. In oneparticularsignal,therouting
delaysaccountedfor 57%of thesignalsdelay,while thepropagationdelayonly
accountedfor 43%. Thiscausedproblemsin theMain Statemachinewherethe
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clockrateswerehigh,andtherewaslargeamountsof decodelogic. Thestate
transitionswouldglitch throughunwantedstatesasthesignalswouldpropagate
throughthedecodelogicwith differentamountsof routingdelays.Thereare
severalwaysto remedythis typeof problem.Oneway is to useonehot state
encoding.Thiswould reducethenumberof statebits that arechangingandwould
havetheeffectof increasingthemaximumspeedat whichthe statemachinecould
operate.Themethodchosen,however,wasto reducethe sizeof the statemachine
byusinglogic thatis morecombinational.Thismethodgavegreaterreductionsin
thesizeof thedesignwhile it reducedtheamountof glitchingandincreasedthe
maximumspeedat whichthedesigncouldoperate.
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Chapter 10 Conclusions
Due to the size of the internal serial I/O blocks only four channels instead
of 12 could fit within the FPGA. This problem could be overcome in some small
measure by further optimization of the SIO block. This might allow the number of
internal channels to grow to 6, but not to 12. This course of action may be
followed in the name of efficiency, but is not necessary for the ASIC version.
ASICs can be fabricated in any size, so increasing the channels to 12 would
increase the area of the die and its cost. The area the design takes up can be
optimized further in the Xilinx chip by reducing the states within the state
machines. This can be done by using logic that is more combinational in place of
state machine decoding.
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Appendix A Hardware Diagrams and Part Lists
Prototype Communication Controller Board Top
Prototype Communication Controller Board Bottom
Prototype Communication Controller Board Schematic Diagram
Communication Controller FPGA Schematic Diagram
Internal Communication Block Schematic Diagram
External Communication Block Schematic Diagram
Communication Controller Board Parts List
Internal Simulator Board Schematic Diagram
Host Communication Board Schematic Diagram
Communication Controller Xilinx XC4025E FPGA Pin Locations
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Figure 22 Communication Controller Top
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Figure 23 Communication Controller Bottom
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Figure 24-A Communication Controller Schematic Diagram
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\Figure 25 Communication Controller Board Layout
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Figure 26 Communication Controller FPGA Schematic Diagram
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Figure 27 Internal Communication Block Diagram
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Figure 28 External Communication Block Diagram
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Communication Controller Board Parts List
DESIGN E:\ORCADWIN\AMD3\CONTROL1 .DSN
PAGE1 LOGICAL
HEADER ID Part Reference Value
PART INS14179 R1 1K
PART INS134936 U4 AM28F010-90PI
PART INS707543 JP4 4 HEADER
PART INS707547 JP2 4 HEADER
PART INS707549 JP1 4 HEADER
PART INS708460 U12 DS26F32
PART INS718589 R9 33
PART INS718591 C38 10uF
PART INS718595 C22 75pF
PART INS718861 R6 33
PART INS719541 R12 100
PART INS719932 R13 510
PART INS720505 C27 0.1uF
PART INS720507 C26 luF
PART INS720509 U19 LM323K Steel
PART INS720511 $1 CONNECTOR DB9
PART INS722579 R7 100
PART INS707545 JP3 4 HEADER
PART INS728153 R8 100
PART INS706402 U10 DS26F32
PART INS729080 R10 100
PART INS731151 JP8 4 HEADER
PART INS731153 JP6 4 HEADER
PART INS731155 JP5 4 HEADER
PART INS731157 R21 100
PART INS731159 R18 100
PART INS731161 JP7 4 HEADER
PART INS731163 R19 100
PART INS731165 R20 100
PART INS731474 JP12 4 HEADER
PART INS731476 JP10 4 HEADER
PART INS731478 JP9 4 HEADER
PART INS731480 R25 100
PART INS731482 R22 100
PART INS731484 JP11 4 HEADER
PART INS731486 R23 100
PART INS731488 R24 100
PART INS734845 R17 1OK
PART INS734847 C25 0.1uF
PART INS734849 R15 1OK
PART INS731825 R14 510
PART INS738399 C24 4.7uF
PART INS739780 U3D 74ACT00
PCB Footprint
SM/R 0805
DIP. 100/32/W.600/ZI F
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SI P/TM/L.400/4
DIP. 100/16/W.300/L.775
SM/R 2512
SM/CT 3528 12
SM/C 0402
SM/R 2512
SM/R 1210
SM/R 0805
SM/C 1913
SM/CT 3216 12
TO3N
CONNDBRT\9S
SM/R 1210
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SM/R 1210
DIP. 100/16/W.300/L.775
SM/R 1210
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SM/R 1210
SM/R 1210
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SM/R 1210
SM/R 1210
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SM/R 1210
SM/R 1210
SI P/TM/L.400/4
SM/R 1210
SM/R 1210
SM/R 0805
SM/C 1913
SM/R 0805
SM/R 0805
SM/CT 3216 12
DIP.100/14/W.300/L.775
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PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
INS739876
INS744121
INS739828
INS720045
INS777473
INS788745
INS801614
INS5188
INS5248
INS5787
INS5894
INS5896
INS6485
INS6733
INS802932
INS7186
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Figure 29 Internal Simulator Board Schematic Diagram
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?Figure 30 Host Board Schematic Diagram
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Communication Controller Xilinx XC4025E FPGA Pin Locations
XC4025E PG 299 Board Name XC4025E PG 299 Board Name
Pad Pad
VCC K1 VCC E5
I/O (A8) K2 A8 I/O (A17) B2
I/O (A9) K3 A9 I/O B3
I/O (A19) K5 I/O E6
I/O (A18) K4 I/O TDI 05 TDI
I/O J1 I/O TCK C4 TCK
I/O J2 I/O A3 RXC 11
I/O (A10) H1 A10 I/O D6
I/O (A11) J3 A11 I/O E7
I/O J4 I/O B4
I/O J5 I/O C5
I/O H2 CS0 I/O A4 TXC 11
I/O al I/O 07
VCC E1 I/O C6
I/O H3 LO_CS I/O E8
I/O G2 HI_CS I/O B5
I/O H4 WR GND A5
I/O F2 I/O B6
GND F1 I/O D8
I/O H5 I/O TMS C7 TMS
I/O 63 I/O B7
I/O D1 RXC12 VCC A6
I/O 64 I/O C8
I/O E2 I/O E9
I/O F3 I/O A7
I/O (A12) 65 A12 I/O D9
I/O (A13) C1 A13 I/O B8 RXCE
I/O F4 I/O A8
I/O E3 I/O C9
I/O D2 TXC12 I/O B9 TXCE
I/O c2 I/O D10
I/0 F5 I/O C10
I/O E4 GND A10
I/O (A14) 03 A14 VCC A11
I/O SGCK1 C3 A15/CLK025 I/O B10
GCK8 (A15)
VCC A2 I/O B 11
GND B 1 I/O C 11
I/O PGCK1 D4 A16 I/O E11
GCK1 (A16)
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XC4025E PG 299 Board Name XC4025E PG 299 Board Name
Pad Pad
I/O D 11 I/O G 17
I/O A12 RXC10 I/O F18
I/O B12 I/O H16
I/O A13 TXC10 I/O El9
I/O C12 I/O F19
I/O D12 GND E20
I/O El2 I/O H17
I/O B 13 I/O G 18 RXBE
VCC A16 I/O G19 TXBE
I/O A14 I/O H18
I/O C13 VCC F20
I/O B14 I/O J16
I/O FCLK2 D 13 I/O G20
GND A15 I/O J17
I/O B 15 I/O H 19 RXB 7
I/O El3 I/O H20 TXB7
I/O C14 I/O J18
I/O A17 RXC9 I/O J19
I/O D14 I/O K16
I/O B16 I/O J20
I/O C15 I/O K17
I/O El4 I/O K18
I/O A18 TXC9 I/O (INIT) K19 INIT
I/O D15 VCC L20
I/O C16 GND K20
I/O B17 I/O El9
I/O B18 I/O L18
I/O El5 I/O El6
I/O D16 I/O El7
O (M1) A20 M1 I/O M20 TXB8
I/O SGCK2 C17 CLK16 I/O M19 RXB8
GCK2
GND A19 I/O N20
I (M0) C18 M0 I/O M18
VCC B20 I/O M17
GND El6 I/O M16
I (M2) D17 M2 I/O N19
I/O PGCK2 B 19 FCLK I/O P20
GCK3
I/O (HDC) C19 VCC T20
I/O F16 I/O N18
I/O El7 I/O P19
I/O D18 I/O N17
I/O (LDC) C20 EEPROM I/O R19
I/O F17 GND R20
I/O G16 I/O N16
I/O D19 RXB6 I/O P18
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XC4025E PG 299 Board Name XC4025E PG 299 Board Name
Pad Pad
I/O El8 I/O U20
I/O D20 TXB6 I/O P17
I/O T19 I/O (CS0) X14
I/O R18 I/O U12
I/O P16 I/O W13
I/O V20 TXB5 I/O X13
I/O R17 I/O V12
I/O T18 I/O W12 TXA3
I/O U 19 I/O T 11
I/O V19 RXB5 I/O X12
I/O R16 I/O U11
I/O T17 I/O (D4) V11 D4
I/O U 18 I/O W 11 RXA3
I/O SGCK3 X20 CLK8 VCC X10
GCK4
GND W20 GND X11
DONE V18 DONE I/O (D3) W10 D3
VCC T16 I/O (RS) V10
VCC X19 I/O T10
PROGRAM U17 PROGRAM I/O U10
I/O (D7) W19 D7 I/O X9
I/O PGCK3 W18 I/O W9
GCK5
I/O T15 TXA4 I/O X8 TXA2
I/O U16 I/O V9
I/O V17 TXAE I/O U9
I/O X18 R232_TX I/O T9
I/O U15 I/O (D2) W8 D2
I/O T14 RXA4 I/O X7 RXA2
I/O(D6) W17 D6 VCC X5
I/O V16 RXAE I/O V8
I/O X17 R232_RX I/O FCLK4 W7
I/O U14 I/O U8
I/O V15 I/O W6
I/O T13 GND X6
I/O W16 R232_EN I/O T8 D15
I/O W15 I/O V7 D14
GND X16 I/O X4 D13
I/O U 13 I/O U7 D 12
I/O V 14 I/O W5 D 11
I/O,FCLK3 W14 I/O V6 D10
I/O V13 I/O T7 D9
VCC X15 I/O X3 D8
I/O (D5) T12 D5 I/O (D1) U6 D1
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XC4025E PG299 BoardName XC4025E PG299 BoardName
Pad Pad
I/O (RCLK V5 I/O R3 FO_RX1
RDY/BUSY)
I/O W4 TXA1 I/O N5 FO_RX2
I/O W3 RXA1 I/O T2 EX_RX
I/O T6 I/O R2 FO_TX1
I/O U5 GND T 1
I/O(D0,DIN) V4 DO I/O N4 FO_TX2
I/O SGCK4 X1 DOUT/CLK1 I/O P3
GCK6
(DOUT)
CCLK V3 CCLK I/O P2
VCC W1 I/O N3
GND T5 VCC R1
O TDO U4 TD0 I/O M5
GND X2 I/O P1
I/O (A0 WS) W2 A0 I/O M4
I/O PGCK4 V2 A1 I/O N2
GCK7 (A1)
I/O R5 I/O(A4) N1 A4
I/O T4 I/O(A5) M3 A5
I/O (CS1 A2) U3 A2 I/O M2
I/O (A3) V1 A3 I/O L5
I/O R4 I/O(A21) M1 A21
I/O P5 I/O(A20) L4 A20
I/O U2 I/O(A6) L3 A6
I/O T3 EX_TX I/O(A7) L2 A7
I/O U1 GND L1
I/O P4 SMD
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Pin Locations
Top Bottom
X All A All
W 2-19 B 2-19
V 3-18 C 3-18
U 4-17 D 4-17
T 5-16 E 5-16
LeftRight (From Top View)
B 1 B
(From Top View)
20
C 1,2 C 19,20
D 1,2,3 D 18,19,20
E 1,2,3,4 E 17,18,19,20
F 1,2,3,4,5 F 16,17,18,19,20
G 1,2,3,4,5 G 16,17,18,19,20
H 1,2,3,4,5 H 16,17,18,19,20
J 1,2,3,4,5 J 16,17,18,19,20
K 1,2,3,4,5 K 16,17,18,19,20
L 1,2,3,4,5 L 16,17,18,19,20
M 1,2,3,4,5 M 16,17,18,19,20
N 1,2,3,4,5 N 16,17,18,19,20
P 1,2,3,4,5 P 16,17,18,19,20
R 1,2,3,4,5 R 16,17,18,19,20
T 1,2,3,4 T 17,18,19,20
U 1,2,3 U 18,19,20
V 1,2 V 19,20
W 1 W 20
Data Bus is on Top
Address Bus is (Top, Right, and Bottom) call it Top
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Figure 31 Xilinx 299 PGA Pin Diagram
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